TRAVEL INSURANCE

Our
Sas

"Saskatoon" is removed from our
name. We become Medical Services Incorporated to reflect our
commitment and service to the
whole province.

Medical Services Saskatoon Incorporated was authorized to help
subsidize the costs of healthcare.

We join the Association of Blue
Cross Plans. The first Blue Cross
Plan was offered in Manitoba in
1939!

1980

MSI turns Blue and is now
publically known as Saskatchewan Blue Cross.

1986

In 1962, MSI adapted our products to complement the government Medicare program and help Canadians deal with rising healthcare costs.

Medical Services Incorporated was started when seven Saskatoon doctors
signed a Memorandum of Association with the objective to provide medical services to the people of Saskatchewan.

From precursors to health partners
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Canadian Blue Cross co
support the mission of t
Children’s Wish Founda
graciously providing tra
to the families whose chi
granted a dream trip.

Blue Cross’ internationa
assistance service open
to assist policyholders fa
emergency abroad.
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Choosing
Blue Cross

• Optional deductibles available

• Custom options & flexible coverage

• Includes Blue Cross Travel Assistance

• Covers all family members, whether they are travelling
together or not.

• Often costs less than insuring two single trips

Why Choose an Annual Plan?

• Start with Emergency Medical Care coverage and choose
add-ons, including an optional deductible, Accidental Death or
Dismemberment and Air Flight Accident

• Choose the maximum trip duration (4, 8, 17, 31, 60, 90, 120, 150
or 180 days)

• Coverage for a full year & an unlimited number of trips

Key Features:

Perfect for a frequent traveller or those travelling more than once
per year. Clients can travel where they want, when they want,
worry-free! This plan will cover an unlimited number of trips per
year, up to the chosen maximum number of days per trip.
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About the
Annual Travel Plan

World class
Travel Assistance

Travel Insurance solutions
for all types of travellers
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The Emergency Medical Care cove

• Medical Assi
• General Assi
• Pre-trip Assi
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Dream trips are the most popular wish request amongst kids who are battling life-threatening illnesses, and for every trip that’s
granted, Blue Cross® provides travel insurance free of charge. If the need arises, we cover all medical expenses. This way wish
families can enjoy their trip worry-free and come back with amazing memories.

Since 1989, Blue Cross has been proud to support the Children’s Wish Foundation
by providing travel insurance to families whose child has been granted a dream trip.

Hit with an intestinal infection during a
trip to the Dominican Republic

Richard

Experienced a kidney stone in Florida

“Blue Cross was the only travel
insurance that the hospital would
accept.”

“We knew we were in good hands with
Blue Cross, which was very reassuring.
Thank you so much."

The Children’s Wish Foundation

Suffered a back injury in Mexico

Julien

“If I didn’t have Blue Cross travel
insurance, I don’t know if I’d be
walking today.”

See what customers are saying

We put
people first
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Our partner
insurance.
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